Date: November 30, 2021

To: Superintendent Elizabeth Kelleher Dwyer (RI), Chair of Financial Regulation Standards and Accreditation (F) Committee

From: Commissioner Cassie Brown (TX), Chair of Receivership and Insolvency (E) Task Force

Re: 2021 Amendments to the Insurance Holding Company System Regulatory Act (#440) and Insurance Holding Company System Model Regulation with Reporting Forms and Instructions (#450)

On August 17, 2021, the NAIC Executive (EX) Committee and Plenary unanimously adopted revisions to the NAIC Insurance Holding Company System Regulatory Act (#440) and Insurance Holding Company System Model Regulation with Reporting Forms and Instructions (#450). The revisions help ensure efficient coordination with affiliates and to enforce the continuation of essential services by an affiliate to an insurer in the event of insolvency.

These revisions were drafted by the Receivership Law (E) Working Group under charges assigned by the Receivership and Insolvency (E) Task Force. These revisions, referred to as the “receivership revisions” do not include recent revisions to Models #440 and #450 for group capital calculation or liquidity stress test. The receivership revisions address the continuation of essential services through affiliated intercompany agreements with an insurer that is placed into receivership by: 1) bringing affiliate service providers deemed “integral” or “essential” to an insurer’s operations under the jurisdiction of a rehabilitator, conservator, or liquidator for purposes of interpreting, enforcing, and overseeing the affiliate’s obligations under the service agreement and give the commissioner authority to require that “integral” or “essential” affiliate service providers consent to such jurisdiction; 2) further clarifying the ownership of data and records of the insurer that are held by the affiliate; and 3) clarifying that premiums of the insurer held by the affiliate are the property of the insurer and rights of offset are determined by receivership law. See attachment A for a copy of the amendments.

The recommendation for Part A Accreditation Standards is that these receivership revisions be considered acceptable, but not required to be adopted by states. However, the revisions are considered important and all states are encouraged to adopt them. States may consider adoption of the changes in conjunction with opening their holding company laws to consider adoption of the Group Capital Calculation and Liquidity Stress Test revisions.

The Task Force will continue to encourage states to adopt these revisions based on the benefits these revisions add to state regulation, and to the goal of improving efficiencies in receivership and reducing costs to a receivership estate.